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MEET THE MEMBERS! 

Audrey Maday is a 23 year old Minnesota native, who

moved to Colorado for adventure and change. She

obtained her major in English and has been

working in the aviation industry for several years

now. She recently adopted a kitten who is named

Lucas!  

Her interest in the paranormal was driven from

growing up in a haunted house back in rural

Minnesota. The entire family experienced many

different paranormal phenomena, such as shadow

figures, footsteps, and disembodied voices. The

family went as far as trying to have the house

cleansed, but this only caused aggravated activity,

to the point of the house physically catching on fire.

Growing up in this environment really sparked

Audrey to want to learn more about spirits and why

they exist. She also has often been very susceptible

to the effect of spirits and wants to understand why

this connection can be so palpable.  

UPCOMING EVENTS

PRISM TEAMS

AUDREY MADAY  

 Facebook Live Q&A- June 30th 

 

Evidence Reveal- Malvern Manor-

TBA 

 

Follow us on Facebook for event

releases! 

Did you know that PRISM has

teams all across the US?

Broadening the horizons in

Paranormal research, PRISM has

several teams all over the World!

Check out our teammates

below! 

PRISM COLORADO 

PRISM FLORIDA 

PRISM KENTUCKY 

PRISM MAINE 

PRISM MICHIGAN (N) 

PRISM MICHIGAN (S) 

PRISM MINNESOTA 

PRISM MISSOURI 

PRISM MONTANA 

PRISM NEBRASKA 

PRISM NORTH CAROLINA 

PRISM OHIO 

PRISM TEXAS 

PRISM WASHINGTON 

PRISM AUSTRALIA 

http://www.doyouseedeadpeople.org/13/PRISM-Teams.html


The PRISM Team ventured off to a double header for investigations in Iowa. We

started the weekend with a overnight investigation at Malvern Manor. Many claims of

the Manor include multiple spirits that tug at your clothing, push you in hallways

and even run at you when trying to enter a room.  

Within an hour of setting up our equipment, loud, heavy foot steps were heard in the

attic. So loud that we thought one of our members was upstairs...but all were

accounted for on the first level. On multiple occasions a white mist was seen moving

at a fast pace up the main stair well and a loud dragging noise was heard again from

the Attic.  

When EVP sessions were in place there was little to no activity but when we were

distracted with snacks or conversation, the activity was far from scarce in other

rooms. During one EVP session in the main hall with all females present a large

black mist began to materialize in the middle of the room, completely visual to the

naked eye. Many of the members felt paralyzed and could not move or make a

sound. The mist continued until a male member walked into the room.  (Cont'd)

PRO-TIP #2

BEHIND THE SCENES- Malvern Manor, IA

No matter how fearless you might be,

screaming when someone's stomach

growls during complete silence

should never be used against you. 

STAY CONNECTED!
Join us on Facebook for live

investigation feeds, Q&A events and

various opportunities! 

Check out behind the

scenes photos, promos and

more on Instagram!  

@prismcolorado

We want to hear from YOU!  

Share your stories, locations and

experiences from your haunts!  

prismcolorado@yahoo.com

http://www.prismcolorado.com/


Malvern Manor, IA- CONT'D

The room was rigged with infrared cameras and audio, we are hoping the mist was

caught on camera.  

Our review of evidence is well under way but with 70+ hours of evidence to dig

through we have a great task ahead! Already we have captured intelligent EVPS

from a male and small girl. All of which we will release for public view upon further

review. 

  

Malvern Manor is open to the public for overnights or even a walk through. If you are

in the State of Iowa I would highly recommend a daring overnight experience! 

Stay tuned on Facebook as we will be doing a Malvern Manor Q&A allowing all of

you to ask questions about the night and for us to share our experiences!  

Looking into the dreaded attic door that noises were continuously heard.



PRISM Colorado is in the works of developing a

Paranormal Education course for the public! This course

is designed to teach others the ins and outs of what

Paranormal Research entails.  

 

Developed by Director; Nichole Crockett, our Team has

taken the science portions of research and combined it

with experience to give you 40+ pages of information to

soak in.  

 

Within the course individuals will learn terminology,

proper investigation setup, equipment & their uses and

much more.  

 

Details of upcoming classes will be made available via

Facebook and on our website very soon.  

 

If you are interested in learning more about Paranormal

Research one on one this course is for you!  

Paranormal Education- Coming Soon! 

DID YOU KNOW?
PRISM Colorado has teamed up with Denver Walking Tours to bring

you a fact filled walking tour of Denver's most claimed haunted
locations. 

Guests will have the opportunity to hear the most haunted stories of
Denver's past AND see, explore, use and learn about professional

paranormal experts' many paranormal collection devices and
equipment at each tour stop compliments of the PRISM paranormal

research team. 
Click below to get your tour date locked in!  

 
DENVER WALKING TOURS PAGE!  

 

Members Only SNEAK PEEK...

https://www.denverfreewalkingtours.com/vip-denverghost-tours

